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Yelena Popova’s diverse practice encompasses painting, sculpture, tapestries, video and installation.  
Reflecting her upbringing in the Urals, she is influenced by the tenets of Russian Constructivism, while 
often seeking to discuss the constant development of industrialism and the landscape of 
contemporary Capitalism. There is an important stress placed upon the theme of balance and 
equilibrium within her work, whether it is political, physical, emotional, aesthetic or metaphysical. 
Popova’s work consists of contrasts between latent and manifest meanings, shape and content, form 
and material. 

I’m not interested in making single objects, but in creating a complex network of facts, fictions, 
emotions, gestures, materials and images, which could relate to the world outside it, the artist 
explains. 

Her videos provide a relatively concrete exploration of the universal relationship between Capitalism 
and Industrialisation, across cultural intersections. Their documentary’s aesthetic is evocative of 
Russian Constructivism and Soviet Montage. 

Complementing the more supraliminal documentaries, her canvases consist of ethereal forms, 
reminiscent of the opalescent smog so often spawned by the industrialised city. They are an 
abstraction of the tangible, while maintaining a robust tactility; the images are suggestive of 
Turner, however her practice more accurately aligns with tenets of Russian Modernism. There is an 
intrinsic sense of balance encapsulated in the fluid contours, cut short by the restrictive rectangular 
canvasses, and then recaptured by circular supplementary panels. This produces a symbolic contrast 
between the eternity of the circle and the finitude of the rectangle. Materiality is also explored 
rigorously; the use of linen, overlaid with pale washes, creates tactility, while the aqueous ethereality 
of the washes seems virtually nonexistent. 

Popova’s interest in science, and in nuclear culture in particular, has a personal angle; she grew up in 
the town of Ozyorsk, the birthplace of the post-WWII Soviet nuclear weapons program. For decades, 
this city of 100,000 people did not appear on any maps, and its inhabitants’ identities were erased 
from the Soviet census. 

Popova’s work revives the stories and ideas of scientists and innovators, animating them in a variety 
of ways. Some works, such as the ‘Lise Maitner' chair or the blue plaque dedicated to Klaus Fuchs, 
ask us to remember those whose ideas catalysed change, for better and worse. Others like ‘Townlets’ 
and the propositional performance ‘Her Name is Prometheus’, challenge us to examine our 
preconceptions and enjoy new experiences by handling and playing with art. All are part of tool kit 
with which the artist continues to explore the major and minor strands of history and progress in 
order to better understand the present and move forward into an enlightened future.  
~ Ellen Mara De Wachter 

Yelena Popova 
Practice
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Paintings
With their transparent, softened geometric forms, Yelena Popova’s paintings recall the aesthetics of 
Russian Modernism, and open up conversations about the materiality of painting today. 

When she paints, Popova privileges process over product, pursuing a rigorous discipline in which 
mental and physical activity meet in a gesture that involves ‘rhythm and dance-like repetitive 
movements. ~ Ellen Mara De Wachter 

Popova’s medium is distemper. She mixes her own colours using natural ingredients. 

My water-based paint is composed from my own recipes. It’s important to control my materials and 
the look of the work. I want certain qualities such as transparency. The linens are traditional and 
visually appealing but very difficult to work with because every part of it is different. ~ Yelena Popova 

Popova often presents her paintings as an installation where the works are precariously arranged and 
held in place with makeshift supports, interconnected and balanced harmoniously, conveying 
simultaneously a sense of asymmetric fragility and the risk of collapse. 

The canvases in a range of sizes combine graphic pattern and unpredictable shapes with a delicacy 
of touch and thin gradients of pale colour that sometimes show the grain of their linen surfaces. 
Precariously arranged on each other or held in place with makeshift pallet supports and even a 
doorknob, the paintings convey a sense both of dangerous asymmetry and of harmonious 
interconnectedness.  
~ Lupe Nùñez-Fernández 

Yelena Popova, After Image, 2016, solo exhibition, Nottingham Contemporary, UK
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Yelena Popova, Painting Installation, The Other Side, 2015 Garage Project Space, Moscow, curated by Snejana Krasteva

Yelena Popova, Unsensed, Painting Installation, 2015, Hatton Gallery, curated by Madeleine Kennedy
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Yelena Popova, Painting Installation, Drying Time, 2014, Paradise Row, London

Yelena Popova, Balance of Probabilities, Painting Installation, 2013, Saatchi Gallery,London
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To create her Post-Petrochemical Paintings (2016-ongoing) Yelena Popova mixes her own pigments 
using soil, seaweed and wood ash, like an alchemist, adding to the mix crushed bricks and calcined 
shells. She collects these materials when walking through parklands or forests: the wood ash is one 
remnant of fires lit at outdoor social gatherings. Popova has coined the term ‘Medieval Modernism’ 
to describe this practice, which is concerned at once with the past and with the future. The abstract 
forms of the paintings echo the traditions of geometric abstraction, following Kandinsky’s theory of 
art where ‘geometrical, physical, aesthetic, and spiritual concepts coexist naturally’. The paintings’ 
curving forms are a reflection on both linear and cyclical modes of growth as the painting as object 
echoes the processes behind its creation. 

Post-Petrochemical 
Paintings

Yelena Popova, Slow Painting, 2019/2020 Leeds Art Gallery, UK
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Yelena Popova, Figures Untitled, 2013, distemper on canvas

Popova’s paintings clearly capture the temporalities of fading up and fading out. Painting, she has 
remarked, takes time to make so it absorbs and stores quite a lot of this temporal energy.  

The paintings seem like the residue of a certain strands of art history, the ghosts of Minimalism 
and Constructivism: apparition and evanescence seem to happen at the same time. The ambiguity 
is best expressed in the installations of which her paintings often form an element. Invisible, 
evaporating, drying, remaining, withdrawn: the vocabulary of Popova’s titles is a clue to her interest 
in time and process rather than definitely present (or absent) objects. ~ Brian Dillon 

Evaporating paintings
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Yelena Popova’s tapestries have been inspired by diagrams of groundbreaking scientific discoveries 
by female scientists working in the first half of the 20th century. Scientific research has been close 
to Popova’s consciousness as she was brought up in Ozyorsk, a Russian ‘secret’ town founded in 
1945, where Plutonium was first produced for the Soviet nuclear-weapons programme. In the 
town’s early years the inhabitants were not allowed to leave for fear they might betray its secrets. 

Between 2016 and 2017, Popova spent a year as an artist in residence at Girton College, 
Cambridge, the first college for women education in the UK, founded in 1869. During that time 
Popova learnt of many women involved in important scientific discoveries. Those women were not 
given degrees until 1948 and their contribution to science was often never acknowledged. Popva 
was inspired by abstract, geometric drawings of various scientific diagrams made by women 
researchers while at the college and used them as the base her tapestry designs. At that time, the 
language of geometric abstraction was the language representing the new, radical change in 
society but it was also close to spirituality and mysticism. Popova, embraced that language, and 
translated it into her own distinct style. By choosing the medium of tapestry, traditionally regarded 
as female craft, Popova, has highlighted the fact that women were sidelined not only in science but 
also in other fields including art, eg. the Bauhaus allocated most women into weaving department. 

Tapestries

Yelena Popova, Her Name is Prometheus, Installaion image,  l’étrangere, London, 2018, photo Andy Keate 
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Yelena Popova, For Mind and Spirit (Lise Meitner) 2018,, installaiton image from Yelena Popova’s solo exhibition, 
Her Name is Prometheus,  l’étrangere, London, 2018, photo Andy Keate 

Popova used a section of the tapestry to upholster a chair, retrieved from Girton College, and 
dedicated it to Lise Meitner, a Jewish-Austrian scientist who was leading the research on nuclear 
fission of Uranium. After fleeing the Nazis Meitner settled in Scandinavia. Unlike her male colleagues 
she refused to participate in the Manhattan Project, stating that she did not want to have anything to 
do with the bomb. I like to visualise Meitner sitting in the chair and taking a moment to reflect on her 
complex historical legacy ~ Popova 
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Yelena Popova, One Neutron Too Many (U238>PU239), 2018, Jacquard woven tapestry, 140 x 175cm 

The imagery on One Neutron Too Many (U238>PU239), tapestry with its multiple rays and waves 
appearing to emanate from the central circles, represent abstracted scientific diagrams of Uranium 
and Plutonium. Plutonium was first produced in 1940, Its synthesis in useful quantities was a key 
outcome of the Manhattan Project. Popova’s tapestry. The relatively weak Uranium used in nuclear 
fuel and the highly-radioactive Plutonium used in nuclear weapons, differ by just one neutron, a 
seemingly minute disparity that has major potential consequences for our species. The image on 
the tapestry evokes the intensity of its subject: Plutonium can have a half-life of up to 373,000 
years, which far exceeds the history of human civilisation.  
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Yelena Popova’s artwork Ripple-Marked Radiance (after Hertha Ayrton 1854 - 1923), 
celebrates human invention, exemplified through a reading of the work of pioneering scientist, 
Hertha Ayrton. It was developed for the Storey's Field Centre, Cambridge as part of public art 
commissions for the North West Cambridge Development.  

Hertha Ayrton was a British engineer, mathematician, physicist, inventor and suffregette. 
Although studying at Girton College, Cambridge she was awarded a Bachelor of Science from 
the University of London after passing an external examination in 1881. In 1906, she was 
awarded the Royal Society's prestigious Hughes Medal "for her experimental investigations on 
the electric arc, and also on sand ripples.” She was the fifth recipient of this prize, awarded 
annually since 1902, in recognition of an original discovery in the physical sciences, particularly 
electricity and magnetism or their applications, and as of 2018, Ayrton was one of only two 
women so honoured, the other being Michele Dougherty in 2008. 

‘a single ripple, existing alone, in otherwise smooth sand, initiates a ripple on either side of it, 
that each of these ripples produces another on its farther side-these in turn originate on their 
farther sides, and so on, till the whole sand is ripple-marked.’ - Hertha Ayrton, The Origin and 
Growth of Ripple-mark, 1904 

The energy of the ripple, lightwaves and electrons that were Ayrton’s tools of work form a 
powerful metaphor for the energy of a new community at Eddington – home to many of the 
post-doctoral researchers contributing to the production of knowledge at the University. As does 
Ayrton herself, whose courage in pursuing scientific research in a largely male-dominated field 
provides inspiration for young women to think of science as a career for them. 

Two smaller size sample editions, certified by the artist, became available.  

Yelena Popova, Rippled-Marked Radiance tapestry, 2019, Jacquard woven tapestry, installation image, Eddington, UK 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hughes_Medal
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Michele_Dougherty
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hughes_Medal
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Michele_Dougherty
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This Certifies That 

computer-coded video and sound projection

This Certifies That (2016) is a computer-coded video projection, an infinite video stream 
performed by a Mac computer, in which an algorithm, designed according to the code written by 
Yelena Popova in collaboration with a software developer, generates random images and voices 
based on non-linear text.  

The result includes a rotating and swirling network of guilloche patterns, music, text and rotating 
open-source 3D scans, taken from Oliver Laric’s Lincoln Collection 3Dscans Project. The 
computer endlessly generates approximately 30 images per second all with a unique number 
stating the precise date and time. The piece references the overproduction of images but 
equally with their intangibility. 

As Yelena Popova explains: 

I started researching banknotes last summer (i.e. 2015). They are images replicated on a vast 
scale that represent value. Marxist theories of capital and production are keystones of the 
work. At the same time I was looking at forgery and Leon Warnerke, a Polish engineer and 
activist living at the end of the 19th century. He escaped to England with a false identity, set up 
a photographic studio, joined the Royal Photographic Society and invented an early form of 
instant photography. He was also an excellent forger of Russian banknotes – his skills and 
inventions fed his political views. 

I worked with Noel Murphy to create a storyboard translated into mathematics and 
with Rebecca Lee to make sound influenced by Cornelius Cardew’s Scratch Orchestra of the 
1960s and ’70s, where a composition becomes a set of rules. We created layers in the score 
that are performed by machine – the Mac makes choices. Sound and image are not repeated or 
looped but performed endlessly. 

https://vimeo.com/185388724


password: popova

http://lincoln3dscans.co.uk/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Leon_Warnerke
http://www.visualdisplayunit.org/
http://www.rebeccalee.info/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cornelius_Cardew
http://lincoln3dscans.co.uk/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Leon_Warnerke
http://www.visualdisplayunit.org/
http://www.rebeccalee.info/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cornelius_Cardew
https://vimeo.com/185388724
https://vimeo.com/185388724
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Yelena Popova, This Certifies That, 2016, Code generated Mac performance Infinite, HD video, colour sound, 16:9.  
Installation image,Osnova Gallery, 2018 

Yelena Popova, a still from This Certifies That, 2016, Code generated Mac performance Infinite, HD video, colour sound, 16:9.  
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Videos

I’ve always made video in parallel to the paintings. Videos are crucial because they ask the 
same questions as the paintings but at different levels. ~ Yelena Popova 

Her videos provide a relatively concrete exploration of the universal relationship between 
Capitalism and Industrialisation, across cultural intersections. Their documentary aesthetic is 
evocative of Russian Constructivism and Soviet Montage. Her videos, which deal with overt 
imbalances such as Cold War topics and radioactivity, seem the perfect counterpoint to her 2D 
work, the flip-side of the same theme.  
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Yelena Popova, The Collector's Case, 2014, 6min 30sec, HD video, colour sound, 16:9  

https://vimeo.com/116324459 

Password: popova 

Yelena Popova, About 5 Minutes Remaining, 2014, 5min, HD video, colour sound, 16:9  

https://vimeo.com/89305183 

Password: popova 

Yelena Popova, Partculate Matter, 2012, 8min, HD video, colour, sound, 16:9  

https://vimeo.com/38277605 

Password: popova 

Yelena Popova, The Tram, 2012, video, 30 sec 

https://vimeo.com/110610870 

Password: popova 

Yelena Popova, Portrait of the Artist as an Olympic Hero, 2011  

https://vimeo.com/26084377  

Password: popova 

Yelena Popova, UNNAMED, 2011, 17min colour, sound, 4:3  

https://vimeo.com/44829339 

Password: popova 
 

https://vimeo.com/116324459
https://vimeo.com/44829339
https://vimeo.com/110610870
https://vimeo.com/116324459
https://vimeo.com/110610870
https://vimeo.com/44829339
https://vimeo.com/38277605
https://vimeo.com/38277605
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Yelena Popova, Townlets, 2018, gallery floor game/sculpture, Plastazote, 145cm diameter, 14cm thickness, 

Townlets

The dynamic of creation and destruction that found its most dramatic expression in the atomic age 
is staged in a more wholesome way in Popova’s Townlets (2018), an artwork that is also a 
performance, a game and a competition. A set of curved shapes and rods cut from yellow- and-
black striped foam, Townlets is an adaptation of the medieval Russian folk game of Gorodki, in 
which players build structures that they knock down with a hard puck. Examples of such structures 
feature in a series of unique woodblock prints in which Popova has rendered various permutations 
of balancing shapes. The game’s aesthetic makes reference to the visual culture of nuclear 
technology. When flat-packed, the full set of Townlets shapes resembles the schematic drawing of 
an atom of plutonium, while its colour scheme is appropriated from the international warning 
symbol for radiation. As a sculpture at rest, Townlets might seem innocent, but when it is activated 
through play, it becomes an allegory for a cycle of human achievement and destruction. With 
Townlets, Popova invites people to transgress gallery etiquette by handling – and playing with – the 
art. Popova asks us to embrace our nature as ‘Homo Ludens’, or ‘playing humans’, a 
characterisation of our species proposed by the Dutch historian and cultural theorist Johan Huizinga 
in his 1938 book ‘Homo Ludens’. Huizinga argues that play is a primary and necessary condition for 
the generation of culture. Reimagining games as non-conflictual activities – as Townlets does – 
might be one way to develop an alternative model of progress, replacing combat with collaboration. 
~ Ellen Mara De Wachter 
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Yelena Popova, Townlets, 2018, gallery floor game/sculpture, Plastazote, 145cm diameter, 14cm thickness, 
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Woodblocks and Prints 
Townlets

Yelena Popova honed the technique of woodblock printing while at art residency at Wakefield. 
The series of unique woodblocks, Townlets, refer to  the performative, interactive sculpture and 
a game that Popova developed during her residency. 

Townlets is an adaptation of the medieval Russian folk game of Gorodki in which the players 
build structures that they knock down with a hard puck. The woodblock prints feature examples 
of various unique permutations of balancing structures rendered by Popova using the 
miniaturised shapes of the sculpture dipped in ink.  

Townlet’s aesthetic makes reference to the visual culture of nuclear technology. When flat-
packed, the full set of shapes making up Townlets resembles the schematic drawing of an atom 
of Plutonium. As a sculpture at rest, Townlets might seem innocent, but when it is activated 
through play, it becomes an allegory for a cycle of human achievement and destruction. 

Popova, at the same time made her first etching that she later used for the design of the 
tapestry, One Neutron Too Many.  

Yelena Popova, Townlets diagrams, 2018, 140 x 240 cm, installation view, courtesy of l’étrangère, London 
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Yelena Popova, One neutron too many (U238>PU239), 2018, Intaglio print (etching), 38 x 55cm, Edition of 8  
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Yelena Popova was born in 1978 in Ozyorsk, in the Urals, USSR. She lives and works in Nottingham, 
UK, where she has a studio at Primary. She studied at the Moscow Art Theatre School (MHAT) 
before graduating from the Royal College of Art with an MA Painting in 2011.  In 2014 Popova was 
shortlisted for the Arts Foundation Award in Painting and was included in ‘100 Painters of 
Tomorrow’ published by Thames and Hudson. in 2011 she was awarded the Red Mansion Art Prize 
and The Outset Prize for residency in China, and the second prize judged by Peter Blake for RCA 
Oberon Book Award, in 2010.  

Her solo exhibitions include: Her Name is Prometheus, l’étrangere, London, UK (2018), Townlets, 
The Art House, Wakefield, UK (2018) This Certifies That, Philipp von Rosen, Cologne, Germany 
(2017); Elements, Girton College, University of Cambridge, UK (2017); After Image, Nottingham 
Contemporary, Nottingham, UK (2016), Unsensed, Hatton Gallery, Newcastle, UK (2015), Recite a 
Painting, Upton House, National Trust, Warwickshire, UK (2015), A World to Gain, Figge von Rosen, 
Cologne, Germany (2014), Drying Time, Paradise Row, London, UK (2014), Unsoluble Moments, 
Why Painting Now?, Cirated_by_Vienna, Austria, (2013), Portrait Gallery, Eastside Projects, 
Birmingham, UK, (2012); Olympic Throw, Invites, Zabludowicz Collection, London, UK (2012), 
Unnamed, Figge von Rosen Gallery, Berlin, Germany, (2012). 

Selected group exhibitions include: Slow Painting, Hayward Gallery Touring Programme, City Art 
Gallery, Leeds (Upcoming, 2019), Perpetual Uncertainty, Malmo Konst Museum, Sweden (2018), 
Routines and Figures, SEA Foundation, Tilburg, The Netherlands (2018), Group Show, Deutsche 
Gesellschaft für christliche Kunst, Munich, Germany (2018), EchtZEIT, The Art of Slowliness,, 
Kunstmuseum, Bonn, Germany, (2016), Perpetual Uncertainty, Buildmeseet, Umea, Sweden,
(2016), New Visions, Tensta Kunsthalle, Stockholm, Sweden (2016), Now for Tomorrow (from the 
Nottingham Castle collection), Nottingham, UK, (2016), Dispaly Show, Temple Bar Callery, Dublin 
and Eastside Projects, Birmingham (2015), Future Light, MAK, Vienna Biennale, Austria (2015), The 
Decorator and the Thief, Nothern Gallery for Contemporary Art, Sunderland, UK (2016), 30 Years of 
the Future, Castlefield Gallery, Manchester, UK (2016), The Other Side, Garage, Moscow, Russia 
(2014),  Infinite City, CCA Wattis Institute for Contemporary Arts, San Francisco, USA (2013), Gaiety 
is the most outstanding feature of the Soviet Union, Saatchi Gallery, London, UK, (2012-13); The 
Futures of the Past, Kunst Raum Riehen, Basel, Switzerland, 2013, Joyful Archipelago, Guest 
Projects, London, UK (2012), Red Mansion Prize winners show, Royal Academy School, London, UK 
(2012), Selma Parlour/Yelena Popova, Horton Gallery, New York, USA (2012), Bloomberg New 
Contemporaries, Sheffield, UK (2011), New Sensations, London, UK (2011). 

Popova was invited to numerous art residencies including The Art House, Wakefield, 2018, CCA 
Andratx, Mallorca, 2017, West Dean College, 2017, Girton College Cambridge 2016/ 2017, 
Ciltivamos Cultura, Portugal, 2015, Upton House National Trust, 2014- 2015, Moks, Estonia, 2011. 

Popova’s works are part of The Government Arts Collection, Arts Council England, Royal College of 
Art Collection, Saatchi Collection, Zabludowicz Collection, Nottingham Castle Collection. LWL 
Museum, Münster, Germany and in various private and corporate collections. 


